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Abstract
Introduction: Transurethral resection of the prostate (TURP), entered our
service in October 2015, since then it became a part of the service daily activity. The aim of our study is to assess the acceptance of the technic by our patients and by the nursing staff and to analyze the results of our initial experience. Materials and Methods: Retrospective study over 14-month (October
2015 to December 2016); bringing together all the patients who received
TURP. The inclusion criteria are to have benefited from a TURP in our service. The exclusion criteria all patients operated by other techniques. It was a
monopolar resection of the prostate using a glycocolle loop, the size limit of
the prostate was 65 cc or less. A questionnaire on the knowledge of the technique and its acceptance is made. The parameters studied the age of the patient; surgical indications; the course of the operation, the complications and
the course. The frequency of TURP compared to other techniques and the
demand for this technique by patients. The urinary catheter was left in place
for 4 days, the patients were seen again on day 7 after the catheter was removed to assess the urine flow, a question regarding the opinion of the nursing staff was included and analyzed separately. Results: The total number of
patients was 146; the mean age was 68.2 years. The main cause of consultation was urine retention 65%. The average duration of the intervention was
56 minutes. The average length of hospital stay was 28 hours. The urinary
catheter was removed on day 4. Complications were bleeding in 7% of cases
requiring blood transfusions. Failure to remove the indwelling catheter leads
to revision via the transurethral route. The TURP syndrome was observed in
2 patients in our early patients but quickly resolved. The outcome was favorable in 75% of cases. Post operating management give satisfaction for nurse
and acceptance was a success. Conclusion: TURP is now a routine surgical
activity; it seems to have an upright place for BPH in our department; its impact on morbidity was remarkable.
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1. Introduction
Transurethral resection of the prostate (TURP) is the gold standard for the surgical treatment of benign prostatic hyperplasia. This technique entered our service in August 2015. It requires an investment in endoscopic equipment and a
trained surgical team. We are postponing our early experiment in a hospital on
the outskirts of Nouakchott. The objective of our study was to assess the acceptability of the technique, our results at the start of the experiment and the prospects for improvement. To introduce this treatment was a challenge for hospital
where it never uses urological endoscopic before, for medical staff to have new
habitude for managing patient and material, for patients who wait results of the
new technique. Perspective is to do more minimally invasive for urological
treatment in our department.
The introduction of this technique was a challenge for our hospital which did
not perform minimally invasive surgery. The challenge for the healthcare team is
to perfect themselves in new operating techniques.
The prospects are the generalization of minimally invasive surgery while urologic surgery.

2. Materials and Methods
It is a retrospective analytical study of the first 14-month from August 2015 to
December 2016 (initial experience). The study setting was the urology department at Cheikh Zayed Hospital in Nouakchott. The department has 14 beds and
four urologist surgeons at this time of the study. This establishment is located in
the southern suburbs of the capital Nouakchott in a densely populated area with
modest socio-economic levels. This was a monopolar loop resection using glycocolle. The indwelling catheter was kept in place for four days. The result was
assessed one week and three weeks after the catheter was removed. Favorable
outcome for patients with a good voiding stream without residue, failure if signs
of dysuria persist. All patients operated on by TURP during this period are included, the exclusion criteria were resections of bladder masses and adénomectomies by conventional surgery. The parameters were age, operating time,
bleeding, complications, the burden of postoperative care in comparison with
adenomectomy techniques and the evaluation of the adherence of nursing staff
to the technique by a questionnaire. All nurses to our department between operating room and hospitalization are selected: total 24 nurses (nurses to surgery
room, 16 nurses from hospitalization rooms). Questions were: Difference between TURP and open surgery of prostate, how is your charge of work between
them, how is patient’s pain between then. What are your preference between
DOI: 10.4236/oju.2021.1112052
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them? Degrees of satisfaction about this new technique in our department to
prove the capacity of adaptation to the minimally invasive surgery for medical
team and for patients.
All nurses in the service were included in the study. A total of 24 nurses including 8 in the operating room and 16 in hospitalization. Questions about
adaptability to the new procedure, the difference in post-operative care and staff
satisfaction.
The statistic program is IPSS.

3. Results
A total of 146 patients were collected, the average age was 68.2 years with extremes ranging from 53 years to 89 years (Figure 1). The reason for consultation
was dominated by urinary retention (UR) in 62% cases and signs of the lower
urinary tract (SUBA) in 35% (Figure 2).
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Figure 1. Distribution according to age.
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Figure 2. Distribution according to the reason for consultation.
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The average duration of the intervention was 56 minutes with extremes ranging from 41 minutes to 1 hour 10 minutes; the irrigation liquid for monopolar
resection was glycocoll at a rate of 6 liters on average per patient. The average
length of hospitalization was 28 hours with a maximum duration of 3 days. The
urinary catheter was removed on Day 4 in the majority of cases. One procedure
was stopped by abdominal distension following a bladder perforation. A blood
transfusion in 7 of our patients who had a hemoglobin level of less than 9 g/dl
postoperatively. TURP syndrome was found in 2 cases with good progress after
correction of the fluid and electrolyte disturbances. Urine retention in a patient
who required a second look because resection shavings remained in the bladder.
The adherence of the nursing staff was satisfactory in 72% of the cases, the reduction in the workload was 25% to 30% less compared to an adenomectomy by
conventional surgery. The biggest difficulty for the nursing team was the maintenance of endoscopic equipment.
A significant immunization of the bladder washes liquor of 40% on average.
The occurrence of bladder clotting decreases by more than 50%. The use of
post-operative antagonists by 42% and the reduction in the number of patients
for dressings significantly (Table 1).

4. Discussion
In our study of the first 14 months of the start of our experiment; TURP
represented 146 patients (29% of all prostate surgery). This result reflects our
patients’ rapid adherence to the technique. Kane et al. [1] in Senegal had 84 cases
in 2 years and Diakité [2] in Mali had 344 over 4 years. The average prostate volume was 60 grams. The length of hospital stay was drastically reduced with an
average of 28 hours, in fact the patients were released on Day1 postoperatively
with their indwelling catheter without any complications. According to the authors, this duration varies from 1 to 5 days [3] [4] [5]. The length of hospital stay
increased for those who experienced bleeding and required blood transfusions.
Kane et al. [1] had found 3.2 days. The urinary catheter is removed on Day 4
postoperative, the nursing workload in postoperative care had decreased considerably, justified by the reduction in postoperative clotting. Mamoulakiss et al.
[6] estimated this reduction in the burden of post-operative care by 25% to 30%.
Bladder clotting and postoperative pain are less than open adenomectomy [4]
[6]. The postoperative bleeding remains high at 7% requiring blood transfusions.
Kane et al. [1] found 10% bleeding compared to 5% for Rassweiller et al. [7]. The
Table 1. Questions to nurses to compare care in prostatic adenomectomy and TURP.
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bleeding had significantly decreased in the series using exclusive bipolar resection [8] [9]. TURP syndrome was found in 2 patients with effective correction,
these results are similar to those of Diakité in Mali [2]. TURP syndrome is the
most complication with monopolar resection [10]; Bladder perforation and the
long duration of the procedure, are the main causes of TURP syndrome [11]
[12]. Retention by residual chips in the bladder has been reported from 0.5% to
1% of cases [13] [14]. Two patients presented with bleeding from pressure ulcers
on day 7 and day 9 postoperatively. Bleeding from falling eschar was more frequent in large prostate and extensive use of the ball coagulation loop [7] [15].
Bleeding and turp syndrome are less in bipolar resection [16]. Postoperative pain
was found in 40% of our patients, this pain was linked to the large caliber of the
sheath for tight urethra [17]. The infectious complications described by Alsaywid et al. [18], should encourage obtaining a sterile ECBU before the surgical
procedure. Postoperative progress and complications are rare in our series due to
the relatively short follow-up. The authors describe post-resection stenosis and
sclerosis of the prostatic compartment responsible for urinary disorders [19]
[20]. Postoperative quality of life: urinary incontinence, erectile dysfunction and
retroded ejaculation are significantly reduced in TURP [7]. TURP was recommended by 75% of nurses in our study. This recommendation reaches 100% in
the literature [21]. The rapid return of patients to their activity is on average 2
weeks against 4 weeks for open-air surgery. The resumption of activity varies
between 10 and 21 days depending on the authors [22].

5. Conclusion
The introduction of the TURP in our service had considerably improved our
technical platform. The Strong adherence from nursing staff and patients, results
in terms of reduction of post-operative care are significant. The postoperative
quality of life and the rapid resumption of activity and maintenance of the factors encourage patients. This study will be completed by the results of the bipolar resection recently introduced in our service.
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Abbreviation
TURP: Transurethral resection of the prostate
BPH: Benign hypertrophy of prostate
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